In Literacy, we are learning to…
- Read, write and spell new words using
the say, make, break, blend, read and
write boards.
- Use a range of spelling strategies to
recognise and spell new common words.
- Develop our reading skills by exploring
new reading strategies.
- Discuss a range of fiction and nonfiction texts.
- Write an imaginative story using skills
developed in Talk for Writing.

Through our interdisciplinary topic on
Ancient Egypt, we are learning…
-

-

How to locate Ancient Egypt on a map
and in time.
The importance of Egyptian landscapes
and how this impacted people’s lives.
About the importance of artefacts and
how they explain our past.
About the way of life in ancient Egypt
including clothing, jewellery, diet etc.
The importance of Pharaohs.
To research, recall, select and organise
historical information into a fact-file and
timeline.
Work collaboratively to conduct research
on Ancient Egypt.

In maths, we are learning to …
-

-

-

Recite, understand and apply knowledge
of the 3 and 4x table.
Select from a variety of NumberTalk
strategies to complete an addition
calculation.
Apply new strategies to complete addition
calculations and talk about the steps we
have taken.
Recognise simple 2D shapes and 3D
objects in different orientations and sizes.
Use mathematical language to describe
the properties of 2D shapes and 3D
objects.
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Through the wider curriculum, we are
learning to…
-

French: Read and count numbers to
40 in French.
PE: Learn and develop new
basketball skills.
HWB: Understand how to look after
our body now and in the future.
Gain an understanding of how
tobacco can affect the body.
RME: The Jewish Festival of
Sukkot.
Technologies: Use Google
Classroom to complete a range of
activities.

Class Events …
PE – Every Wednesday afternoon.
Please make sure to wear a polo shirt and
joggers/leggings on this day.
Parents Evening – 5th of October 2021
Homework is issued evert fortnight on
Google Classroom. Please make sure to
complete all tasks and hand in when
finished.

